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INDEPENDENCE
FOURTH OF JULY
On July 4th ,1776 The
Contenental Congress declared
the thirteen American colonies
were no longer going to be under
the rule of Britain. We had been,
until the revolutionary war,
subjects of Britain and controlled
by King George III. Now we
would be 13 independent states
and would grow to be 50
independent states. The
Declaration was voed on and
passed in the Second
Contenental Congress on July
2nd but it was not signed and
completely approved until two
days later on July 4th. This is the
day we now set aside to barbcue,
and celebrate with sports and
games with friends and family.

After the Revolutionary war we became a cohesive group of independent
states. This day has been and continues to be celebrated as a federal holiday.
We sing patriotic songs like our National Anthem, God Bless America,
America the Beautiful, My Country, Tis of Thee, and This Land is Your Land.
We travel to places where we can see national monuments to remind us that
we were at one time living under an oppressive rule.
After the war many of the heroes were memorialized by erecting statues or
monuments to commemorate the events in history. There are people in our
country who, for some reason, hate
everything this country was built on. We
are an imperfect country. We are
populated with imperfect people. Yet we
are still the greatest country in the world
to live. Those who hate this country
want to tear down the very memorials
that remind us what made us great.
In my life I have never been oppressed.
Most people I know have never been.
Even though this generation has never
seen oppression we are seeing in our
country those who want to tear down
the very monuments that remind us how
far we have come as a society.

Monuments
Memorials have been documented since the beginning of time. Monuments to remind us what was and from where we
came. Joshua erected memorial stones after he led the children of Israel across the Jordon river as commanded by Moses
to remind them what the Lord had given them. Memorials could be a historical building, a statue, a flag, or even a song.
Those are the items that are being destroyed by the haters of this great country.
What must we do to defend those monuments that made us “One Nation, Under God”? A small group of radical haters
under the banner of “Antifa”, or “Black Lives Matter” go around espousing white privilege, racism, discrimination, and
other prejudices to advance their goal of tearing down America. They use terms that incite deep cultural resentment
because they know it will divide our nation. In my humble opinion the one monument that has been torn down, which
needs to be put back up is the same one Moses brought down the mountain to the children of God, the Ten

Commandments. This monument needs to be put back in schools, in our places of work, in our homes and in all our public
places to remind us that we are all imperfect.
Tearing down the reminders of our imperfect leaders, replacing the banners (flags) that may remind us of a time that our
country acted immorally will not help us to remember from whence we came. We are not a racist society. We are not a
perfect society either. Those monuments remind us of that fact.

CLASS FOR WOMEN WRITTEN BY A WOMEN
Women's Basic Pistol
This section covers "What's your why?" Understanding Firearms, how to clear a
semi-automatic, the universal safety rules for handguns. Every gun has a safety.
What is it. We will learn basic shooting fundamentals. stance, grip sight
alignment, sight picture trigger control breath control and follow through. We
will work on proper stance and grip. We will work on the most intimidating part
of a semi-automatic for a female, racking the slide. Also, the hardest part of
working a semi-automatic, loading a magazine. Then live fire shooting.
Women's Intermediate Pistol
This section will delve deeper into the fundamentals of firearms. It will look at
the difference between revolvers and semiautomatics, the advantages and
disadvantages of each. We will discuss the weight differences and size differences of each. We will ask the question and
determine which gun is right for you. In this section we will discuss Ammunition, Bullets and Ballistics, cycles of gun
operation. We will cover How you plan to carry, In a holster, inside the waistband, outside the waistband, underarm, bra
or underarm, or leg (thigh or ankle). We will discuss situational awareness in this section.
Women’s Defensive Pistol
We will look at how to defend yourself in a critical dynamic incident. Should
you Avoid, Escape, or Defend. We will discuss how to responsibly use force.
We will define cover and concealment. We will learn marksmanship vs
defensive shooting. Some of the many alternatives for Holsters, Tactical
flashlights, Laser lights, and also look at gun safes and storage.
Check out my Facebook page or website to see when you can attend this class.
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